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Let 5 be a countable topological space. If 5 is indexed by the posi-

tive integers, then real functions on 5 may be considered as sequences

and are subject to infinite matrix transformation. After Henriksen

and Isbell in [3], a point s in S is called a heavy point if there exists a

regular matrix which sums every bounded real-valued function on 5

continuous at s. It is clear that the notion of a heavy point is inde-

pendent of the order chosen for S. Some properties of heavy points

are given in [3]. For example, sequential limit points are heavy points

and isolated points (in fact, points whose complements are C*-

embedded) are not heavy points. In addition Henriksen and Isbell

observe that not all heavy points are sequential limit points. The

latter phenomenon was the motivation for the present paper.

Corresponding to each positive regular matrix A we define a topol-

ogy on the positive integers by taking neighborhoods of 1 to be sets

whose characteristic functions are A -summable to 1. Denote the

resulting space by Na- The point 1 is a heavy point in Na- Some

basic properties of these spaces are examined. Also, we determine the

class of matrices A for which 1 is not a sequential limit point in Na-

Let A = (a„k) be an infinite real matrix. The A-trans/orm of the real

sequence x = {xk} is the sequence { 2* ankXk} if these sums exist. Let

c and m denote the Banach spaces of convergent sequences and

bounded sequences, respectively, with ||x|| =sup*|xt|. Let ca

= {x: ^4x£e]. The matrix A is said to sum the members of ca or any

subset of Ca- Define the functional linu on Ca by lim^x = lim Ax. The

matrix A is called conservative if cEca and regular if in addition

lim = liiTU on c. It is well known that A is regular if and only if

limnanit = 0 for all k, lim„ ^,kank = l, and sup„ Z* |a»*| <°°- The

matrix A is called positive if ank^0 for all n, k.

For a set T of positive integers let x(P) denote the characteristic

function of T; (x(T))k = 1 for kET, 0 otherwise.

For a topological space S1 let C*(S) denote the Banach space

of bounded real-valued continuous functions on 5 with ||x||

= sup {\x(s)\ : sES}. As observed in [3], if S is countable and com-

pletely regular, then 5 is O-dimensional (i.e. the ring r of open and
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closed sets is a base for the topology of S) and the linear span of

{xiU): UET} is dense in C*(5).

Note that a conservative matrix A may be considered as a bounded

linear transformation on m and that c is closed in m. It follows that

cADm is closed in m. Hence, if A sums {xiU)'- UET}, then it sums

C*iS).
Let JF denote the set of finite subsets of A~ {1} where A is the

positive integer. Let 01 be a ring of subsets of N which includes £F and

N. Let p. be a real finitely additive function on 01, pS^O, p(A) = 1, and

p = 0 on Jr. Finally, let (B„ = { UVj{l}: UE&, niU) = l}. Then (B^Uff
is a base for a topology on A. The resulting space, call it AM, is

Hausdorff, completely regular, and has at most one limit point. Ac-

tually, any countable space with these properties may be obtained as

an A„ space.

We shall be concerned here with the case in which p is given by a

positive regular matrix A. Let 01= { U: lim a xiU) = 1 or 0|, p(£/)

= liiru xiU). Denote the resulting space by Na.

Examples. If A is the identity matrix, then ra—>1 in NA.

Let B he the (C, 1) matrix, bnk = l/n for k^n, 0 otherwise. Then

NB is the space given by Appert in [2, p. 84]. Neighborhoods of the

point 1 are sets with density 1. As pointed out by Sierpinski [4,

p. 61 ] the space NB is not first countable.

Let D be the matrix defined by d„i = 2-" for k = 2^1(2n — l), 0

otherwise. Then Ad is the space given in [4, p. 61]. Here 1 is a se-

quential limit point, but Ad is not first countable.

Corresponding to A = iank), let a\ =sup„ a„4.

Lemma. Let S= {nk} be an infinite subset of Aa~ {1}.

(i) If lim a xiS)=0, then anA*-+0.

(ii) 5 includes an infinite closed subset of NA if and only if lim infj, a"*

= 0.

Proof. The proof of (i) is easy and is omitted.

Assume lim inf* a"At = 0. Choose distinct positive integers rk such

that X>3r*<°°- Let T={nn:k = l, 2, ■••}. Then liiru xiT)

= limn^i a„.nr =0, since the series is uniformly convergent. Hence,

T is closed in NA by definition. The converse follows from (i).

Theorem, (i) N„ is pseudo-finite (i.e. all compact sets are finite) if

and only if 1 is not a sequential limit point.

(ii) A sums C*iNA); hence, 1 is a heavy point in Na-

(iii)  Na is not extremally disconnected.

(iv)  1 fails to be a sequential limit point in Na if and only if aA-^>0.

(v) Na is first countable if and only if it is locally compact.
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Proof. Part (i) is immediate.

It is clear that A sums x(U) f°r every open and closed subset U of

Na, so part (ii) follows.

Actually, (iii) follows from (ii) and Theorem 3 of [3]. In our setting

it is easier to choose a subset S of Na~{ 1} such that x(S) (£.Ca- (See

[5, p. 54].) Then 5 and T = NA~(S^J{ 1}) are disjoint open sets, but

1ESCM. Hence, NA is not extremally disconnected.

Part (iv) follows from part (ii) of the lemma and the fact that 1 is

a sequential limit point if and only if there exists an infinite subset of

TvrA~{ 1} which includes no infinite closed subset of Na-

If NA is locally compact, then it is first countable by [l, p. 65,

Theorem III], since every point of Na is a G«. Conversely, let { Uk}

be a strictly decreasing basic sequence of neighborhoods of 1 in Na-

Now linu x(Uk~Uk+x) =0 for each k. If the set Uk~Uk+x is fre-

quently infinite, then using (i) of the lemma we may choose nkEUk

~c4+i for each k such that lim inf* a"*=0. By (ii) of the lemma,

there exists a closed subset of TV\i~ ( 1} which meets every Uk, con-

tradicting the fact that { Uk} is basic. If Uk<-^Uk+x is finite, say for

k^p, then Up is a compact neighborhood of 1 and NA is locally com-

pact. This completes the proof.

Note that half of part (v) fails for N„ spaces in general.

It is clear that the compact NA spaces are identical. Likewise,

noncompact but locally compact Na spaces are homeomorphic.

However, Na spaces which are not locally compact need not be

homeomorphic. In fact we have

Example. Let A be the (C, 1) matrix. Let B = (bnk) be defined by

bnk = l/n for n(n —1)/2 <k^n(n+l)/2, 0 otherwise. According to (iv)

of the theorem, 1 is not a sequential limit point of Na or NB. However,

corresponding to each permutation rr of TV there exists a set 5 in N

with limB x(S)^l but which has density 1 with respect to ir. Hence,

Na is not homeomorphic to Nb-
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